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Using Technology for Managing 
Invasives on Your Ranch



Grazing management tools need updating



• Create digital ranch 
maps

• Take photos and notes 
in the field

• Share records across 
ranch teams

• Compare results of 
grazing management 
year after year



Create accurate ranch maps 



PastureMap turns your phone into a 
GPS

Draw fencelines or and photo points to monitor weeds



Take photos with pasture field 
notes



Compare photos and grazing records in one 
place

Easily track 
whether your 
management 
had an effect 
on invasive 
vegetation



Look up USDA soil data to see if soil type affects the presence 
of invasive vegetation on a pasture



Integrate satellite or aerial imagery overlays to 
highlight invasive plant growth



Grazing planning chart to plan grazing moves 
around weed treatment times or ecological goals

Block off certain periods from grazing for 
treatment days 

Compare planned grazing 
events with actual grazing 
each season, monitor the 
effect on vegetation growth



Free up hours of ranch team’s time on invasive 
weed management and other ranch tasks

Ranch manager can plan 
out the activities for all 3 
properties so they can all 
see the plan without 
driving hours with each 
other.

Staff can mark out where 
invasive species are, 
where valves are, or where 
the tree is down on the 
fence, and teammates can 
find it on their phone. 



christine@pasturemap.com

Thank you!

PastureMap is much more than weed 
management – learn more at 

www.pasturemap.com



Appendix



View real-time rest days across pastures

Set your optimal 
recovery 
periods – they 
turn from yellow 
to green when 
rested



Measure grazing intensity with 
Animal Days / Acre grazed in each 

pasture

Color code ADAs to 
identify lower performing 
pastures



Use rainfall data to compare 
pasture productivity across 

seasons



PastureMap has a user community of 10,000 farms and 
ranches in 40 countries. 5500+ are in North America
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